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End-of-Mission Report

Peoples' Republic of China
IAEA Mission CPR/4/015 09

22 Aug-2 Sept 1994

Project Title: Manpower Development for Safe Operation of NPPs

Specical Task Title: Probabilistic Safety Assessment (5.1.2)

Terms of Reference: The host organization was the Research Institute of
Nuclear Power Operations (RINPO) in Wuhan, PRC. The personnel at RINPO
responsible for our visit were Mr. Wang Mingxin (President) and Mr. Ju Yuxin
(Chief Engineer).

The main objective of this mission was to provide assistance (primarily in the
form of instruction via lecture) on applications of Probabilistic Safety Assessment
(PSA) with emphasis on;

(i) data needs and methods for collection,
(ii) description of current computer codes for PSA and applications,
(iii) demonstrated applications of PSA and related achievements, and
(iv) specific uses of PSA for operation, maintenance and inspection of

commercial nuclear power plants.

Status of Project Implementation: At the time of our arrival, RINPO was just
beginning to learn about PSA and its applications to nuclear plant operations and
maintenance. No formal PSA project had been undertaken nor was one in
progress. As a result, no direct applications of PSA had been completed —
although at least two specific applications were being proposed; (1) use PSA to
provide a technical rationale for extending the allowed outage time for some
plant components, and (2) use PSA to optimize component test and maintenance
intervals.

Personnel within the Research and Assessment Centre of RINPO had installed
and tested PC-based PSA software (for generic reliability data retrieval and fault
tree analysis) and had built a couple of sample system models. The primary
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purpose of these exercises was to begin building PSA experience within the
Centre. Approximately 3-4 engineers had acquired some knowledge of PSA
techniques and modeling issues.

Work Programme: Assistance provided to RINPO as part of this mission was
primarily in the form of technical instruction via classroom lecture. The first
week of the mission focused on PSA Applications because (prior to arriving in
China) we understood this topic to be of primary interest. However, by the end
of the first week, RINPO requested that we also discuss PSA fundamentals
(particularly data collection and modeling techniques) because several of the
personnel attending the seminar had no previous exposure to PSA concepts.

PSA applications discussed during the first week included;

° Use of PSA (i.e., reliability analysis) for improving maintenance
effectiveness and managing equipment performance monitoring;

0 Technical specification improvements,
° Operating and maintence cost reduction
° Evaluating shutdown and low-power safety.

The second week was dedicated primarily to instruction on PSA fundamentals
such as;

° Data collection and analysis,
° Event tree development,
° Fault tree development and cutset generation,
° Accident sequence analysis,
° Uncertainty analysis, and
0 Calculation and use of importance measures.

Conclusions: The general areas in which RINPO management has expressed
an interest in using PSA to enhance nuclear plant operations and maintenance
are reasonable and certainly have demonstrated value for utilities in other
countries. Further, the RINPO personnel with whom we worked clearly have the
technical ability to tackle the challenges of PSA and its applications. The major
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obstacles preventing them from agressively proceeding with a PSA applications
program appear to be,

(1) Lack of technical resources such as generic reliability data bases,
publications describing respected PSA techniques and/or example
PSA to model their program after and supervised, hands-on training in
PSA model development;

(2) Lack of an experienced technical mentor, and
(3) Limited access to efficient and proven PSA software.

Each of these obstacles are described further.

Much of the knowledge RINPO personnel have acquired to date in the area of
PSA was derived from notes from a short training course provided by a
consulting company from Japan and reading a limited number of reports or
papers from the open literature. Access to documents and other references
readily available to organizations outside China (e.g., OECD reports, U.S. NRC
NUREGs, and conference proceedings) appear to be difficult for RINPO to
obtain. Major needs for information of this type are documents describing
current and recognized generic component reliability data bases, PSA technology
guidelines and examples of completed PSAs. Whether the reason for limited
access to well-known documents and references is due to international
restrictions on the dissemination of such information or some other internal
administrative problem was not determined.

Periodic and structured seminars (e.g., classroom instruction) are useful and
necessary elements of any training program. However, a complex and multi-
disciplined technology such as PSA often also requires a continuing program by
engineers learning PSA (or its applications) who can work closely with more
experienced practitioners. This "mentoring" program minimizes early
frustrations and wasted efforts. At this time, an experienced PSA practitioner
does not appear to be available (in Wuhan) for RINPO to learn from. Further,
they have not had an opportunity to send one or more of their key staff to a
foreign organization (active in PSA programs) to develop this experience.

The PSA software currently used by RINPO is not fully functional at this time.
The code (as installed at the Institute) includes a limited (generic) component
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reliability data base, a graphics-oriented fault tree development tool and a SETS-
based fault tree solution algorithm. Event tree tools and other elements
necessary for a full-scope Level 1 PSA were not functional at the time of our visit.
More comprehensive PSA modeling and applications software appears to be
needed

Recommendations: Several recommendations were developed as a result of
this mission. These are presented separately on the following pages as they
apply to our counterpart organization (i.e., RINPO) and to the IAEA.
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Recommendations to RINPO

The following recommendations are directed to RINPO.

(1) Many possible applications of PSA to enhance operations and
maintenance at nuclear power plants were discussed during our visit. The
type and amount of PSA information necessary to develop these
applications for the two Chinese plants varies considerably as we
discussed on our last day at RINPO. For example, generic data and
individual system fault trees may be adequate for some applications
whereas other applications may require plant-specific data, sequence
event trees and integrated fault tree solutions. Before RINPO begins to
build extensive PSA models and collect plant data, we recommend that
the objectives and desired uses of the analysis be stated and included in a
project plan and the technical plan for performing the analysis be
developed in a manner that is consistent with these objectives. In simpler
words, develop a technical work plan that includes only the minimum
tasks necessary to accomplish your objectives.

(2) Start with a small project (i.e., limited objectives) and gradually add
increasingly challenging objectives that require increased scope of
technical work. A graded approach to developing skills and experience in
PSA techniques and their applications has been proven to be much more
successful than trying to learn all aspects at once. Further, early successful
PSA applications that require a relatively small investment can help to
illustrate the potential value for larger investments needed for long-term
applications of the PSA.

(3) Examine the complete capabilities of your current PSA software in terms
of its ability to accomplish the objectives defined in recommendation (1).
Several portions of this software were either not operating or had not been
tested at the time of our visit. If a different software package is needed to
fulfill RINPO's long-term plans for PSA applications, we recommend
changing the software as soon as practical. This would allow RINPO
personnel to become proficient with a single analysis software
environment that can be used for the full range of PSA applications.
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